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Summer is here… full of the promise of sunshine,  
fresh air and outside activities that beckon.

Throughout July and  
August this year, the  
residents in all our  
Four Seasons Care  
Homes will be  
celebrating our event,  
Summer of Joy and will  
be creating their very  
own pocket gardens.
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The Summer of Joy event is all about spending time 
outside, enjoying some fresh air and connecting with 
friends, family and community groups to make the 
most of our lovely garden spaces.

Many of our residents are planning to create their own 
pocket gardens with beautiful plants, flowers and herbs 
to attract wildlife and create a sensory experience. 

We welcome all budding garden designers and 
enthusiasts in our community to take part and celebrate 
with us, by creating their very own pocket garden. 

We hope that family and freinds and the local 
community will be inspired by the photos shown here 
and will join us in getting green fingered.

Tip 2 - Decide on what flowers you are going to 
plant in your ‘pocket garden’ container. 
Think about sensory plants that attract bees and 
butterflies such as lavender, trailing begonias, and 
giant bacopa or include some pungent herbs such 
as flowering thyme (which butterflies love) or chives, 
sage and marjoram which bees love. Any trailing plants 
such as purple lobelia and striking yellow million bells 
will work well as they will drape over the sides of your 
container creating a strong splash of colour. You could 
also create a wild meadow garden using wild flower 
bombs or packets of seeds. The options are endless.

Tip 3 - Bring your pocket garden to life  
with decoration from fairies to toadstools!
This is the really fun bit. In our picnic basket we 
included a fairy house and some fairy characters, not to 
mention creating a picket fence with lollipop sticks and 
a path using simple flat pebbles collected from a beach 
one summer. You could even create a seaside scene 
in your pocket garden using shells and sand. Brightly 
coloured straws and a piece of striped fabric can turn 
into your wind break. Just let your imagination run 
wild and rummage in your garden for uniquely shaped 
sticks, pieces of wood or even bird feathers to create 
added interest and texture.

We hope our fact sheet has given you the inspiration 
to have a go! Please share your results with our 
residents by email or using #FSHCPocketGarden.  
We would love to see the fruits of your labour.

Tip 1 - Find a suitable container
This can be anything you have lying around in the 
shed, garage or garden - so long as you can put soil 
in it, plant it and water it! It could be an old picnic or 
wicker shopping basket (like the examples shown 
on the first page of this fact sheet) or it could be a 
large pot that’s been damaged. You could plant it in the 
garden to look as if the flowers are spilling out, or if its 
big enough, stand it upright like the examples shown 
opposite. You can also use any container that can fit  
a plant pot inside - like the rusted birdcage that’s 
been given a lick of paint shown below. Whatever 
container you use remember to create some drainage 
holes in the bottom.

Tips for creating a pocket garden
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